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Foreword 
The International Law Studies "Blue Book" series was initiated by the Naval War College in 1901 to publish essays, treatises and articles that contribute 
to the broader understanding of international law. This. the eighty-third volume of 
the series. contains the proceedings from a scholarly conference entitled Global 
Legal Challenges: Command of the Commons, Strategic Communications and Natu-
ral Disasters. hosted here at the Naval War College on June 28-30, 2006. 
The conference's mission was to examine legal standards (or lack thereof) applicable 
to these d1a1Ienges and to identify common themes that could guide those responsible for 
addressing these challenges in the future. By initiating a dialogue between the responsi-
ble government officials (military and civilian) and the legal personnel who advise 
them, the conference developed a number of practical suggestions in the form ofles-
sons learned. One striking aspect of these lessons is that, though the panels dealt with 
apparently diverse topics, the solutions have many common threads and characteris-
tics. In the truly "global" world in which we live, the challenges must be addressed by 
solutions that are equally global, coordinated and consistent across the board. 
Renowned international scholars and practitioners, both military and civilian, 
representing government, non-government and academic institutions from 
throughout the world participated in the event. The conference and this "Blue 
Book" were cosponsored by the Lieber Society on the Law of Armed Conflict and 
the Roger Williams University School of Law, Bristol, Rhode Island, with generous 
support from the Naval War College Foundation and the Israel Yearbook on Human 
Rights. The International Law Department of the Center for Naval Warfare 
Studies, United States Naval War College, hosted the conference . 
On behalf of the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations. and the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps, I extend to all the cosponsors and supporters, the 
participants and the contributing authors, our thanks and gratitude for their invalu-
able contributions to this project and to the better understanding of the complex le-
gal issues involved in meeting and responding to future global operational challenges. 
JACOB L. SHUFORD 
Rear Admiral, US Navy 
President, Naval War College 

Introduction 
The us Naval War College hosted its sixth annual International Law Confer-ence during June 2006. The purpose of these conferences is to bring together 
international scholars and practitioners. military experts and students to examine 
legal issues impacting military operations ofthe day. Commencing with the inau-
gural conference in 2001 , the Naval War College's internationally acclaimed Inter-
national Law Studies ("Blue Book") series has been devoted to the conference 
subjects. This edition of the "Blue Book" continues that tradition . During 28-30 
June, 2006, the Naval War College conducted a conference entitled Global Legal 
Challenges: Command of the Commons, Strategic Communications and Natural Di-
sasters. Three main challenges were explored by the conference: 
• Threats emanating from the global commons and the need to identify and 
counter those threats; 
• Combat operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, events that occurred during 
those operations and worldwide perceptions of the US role in and responsibility 
for those events; and 
• Natural disasters of such magnitude international responses were required, 
including within the United States of America. 
This volume of the International Law Studies series is a compilation of remarks 
made during the colloquiwn and articles which expand upon the thoughts articu-
lated during the colloquium by the authors. 
The conference was organized by Professor Jane Dalton, the Naval War Col-
lege's Charles H. Stockton Professor of International Law, and Major Richard 
Jaques, US Marine Corps, of the International Law Department. The conference 
was cosponsored by the Lieber Society on the Law of Armed Conflict of the Ameri-
can Society of International Law, and was made possible through the support of 
the Naval War College Foundation, Roger Williams University School of Law and 
the Israel Yearbook on H uman Rights. Without the dedicated efforts and support 
and assistance of these individuals and organizations the conference would not 
have been possible. 
I also thank our editorial team, Professor Emeritus Jack Grunawalt and Captain 
Ralph Thomas, JAGC, US Navy (Ret.). Their dedication, conscientiousness, and 
perseverance were principally responsible for the production of this excellent addi-
tion to the International Law Studies ser ies. Major Mike Carsten, US Marine 
Corps, of the International Law Department selVed as managing editor of this vol-
ume. His dogged perseverance in communicating with contributing authors, mar-
shaling author contrib utions, packaging the volume, and overseeing the complex 
publishing and distribution process also are deselVing of special thanks. Without 
their efforts, completing this volume would not have been possible. 
Often forgotten when it comes time to acknowledge efforts are the personnel re-
sponsible for supelVising and executing the expenditure of funds . I thank Colonel 
Leo "Chip" Boucher, JA, US Army, ofthe International Law Department and Bud-
get Analysts Ms. Jamie Price and Ms. Mary Ann Hall for their efforts in managing 
and executing the budget for the conference and this volume. 
Additionally, special thanks go to Rear Admiral Jacob Shuford, president of 
the Naval War College; Dr. James F. Giblin, Jr. , the College's provost; and Dr. 
Barney Rubel, dean of the Center for Naval Warfare Studies, for their leadership 
and support in the planning and conduct of the conference and the publication of 
this volume. 
The International Law Studies series is published by the Naval War College and 
distributed throughout the world to US and international military commands, ac-
ademic institutions and libraries. This publication reflects the Naval War College's 
commitment to scholarly discourse and a better understanding ortega! issues. The 
2006 conference and the publication of this volume of the "Blue Book" continue 
that tradition. 
DENNIS L. MANDSAGER 
Professor of Law & Chairman 
International Law Department 
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Jane Gilliland Dalton 
Though it is early in this twenty-first century, a number of unanticipated, large-scale events-some man-made, others natural-have brought us 
face- ta-face with the "global" nature of the world in which we live: 
• Threats emanating from the global commons and the need to identify and 
counter those threats; 
• Combat operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, events that occurred during 
those operations and worldwide perceptions of the US role in and responsibility 
for those events; and 
• Natural disasters of such magnitude that international responses were 
required, including within the United States of America. 
Though these apparently unconnected events could be viewed in isolation, em-
bedded within each were issues that could not be addressed by a single nation or a 
single government agency. The hallmark of these events is the complexity and 
global reach of legal, policy and operational issues, and the interrelationships among 
them. In developing the theme and identifying the participants for this conference, 
Global Legal Challenges: Command of the Commons, Strategic Communications, and 
Natural Disasters, hosted at the Naval War College on June 28-30, 2006, the confer-
ence organizers hoped to initiate a dialogue between those who have to meet these 
global challenges and the lawyers who advise them. We sought to explore the role 
that law plays in shaping policy, how policy influences legal analysis, and how the 
interaction oflaw and policy affect the operational outcomes. The goal was to iden-
tify common themes and lessons for future exploration-to learn from past events 
and experiences how better to approach fu ture challenges. 
In addition, this conference did not focus primarily on the laws of war, but 
rather on legal issues that confront the military commander when engaged in oper-
ations that do not fit the traditional concept of warfighting-protecting the home-
land from threats, whether natural or man-made, in the post-911 1 environment; 
ensuring the message one's forces convey through words and deeds is consistent 
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with law and policy; and conducting disaster relief operations in a conflicted or in-
secure area, though not necessarily in a war zone. 
The recurring theme of the conference, and, thus, this volume of the "Blue 
Book" series, is that in an interdependent and complex world of post-9fI I global ter-
rorism, neither policymakers nor military commanders can focus only on domestic 
or international issues, only on law or policy or operations, only on performing the 
mission or communicating the message-rather, they have to accomplish all at 
once. They have to interconnect and interact. The challenges are global and com-
plex. The solutions must be sophisticated and nuanced. From the two keynote 
speakers and the five panels emerged a number of lessons learned to inform the 
debate and to assist in developing solutions fo r the future. 
Competing Interests: Striking the Balance 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense Paul McHale's opening key-
note address captured one of the primary themes that resonated throughout the 
three days of the conference-the importance of striking a balance when dealing 
with complex issues and competing priorities. In Secretary McHale's case, the bal-
ance is not unlike that America's founding fathers struck between security and lib-
erty. The founding fathers had to guard against creating a system that relied 
disproportionately on the military to provide internal security, lest the citizenry's 
lack of confidence in civilian law enforcement lead to a voluntary relinquishment 
of those capabilities in favor of the military, and to a threat to the civilian character 
of the US government. In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, a similar issue arose. The 
rapid and effective military deployment to the Gulf Coast-arguably the largest, 
fastest deployment of military capabilities in US history, according to Secretary 
McHale-led some to argue the military should be in charge of future emergency 
responses to domestic natural disasters. Secretary McHale found that identifying 
the proper domestic role of the military requires "constant, sobering judgment." 
"We ought not blindly commit military forces to missions that should remain in-
herently civilian in character. If we use the military within our own borders fo r 
every mission that the military in theory could achieve, we will, in fact, tip the bal-
ance towards security and pay a price in terms ofliberty."l 
The luncheon keynote address demonstrated how one executive department 
of the US government is seeking to strike the proper balance when addressing 
complex issues with partners, allies and others around the world. Department of 
State legal adviser lohn B. Bellinger III, at the request of the secretary of state, has 
taken a leading role in the secretary's public diplomacy dialogue. This dialogue is 
designed to garner support around the world for US policies and the legal 
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theories underlying those policies related to the global war on terror, the status 
and treatment of detainees and other post-91l 1 issues. Mr. Bellinger noted that 
some of the challenges in this arena involve dispelling myths that are not based 
on fact or law and identifying and responding to policy differences that are re-
cast as disputes about the law. Mr. Bellinger's main goals have been to explain 
with precision and clarity the legal basis for policy decisions and to place un-
founded and emotionally laden criticisms in perspective. "Unfortunately," com-
mented Mr. Beninger, "it is easy to capture a criticism about a complex legal 
matter in a pithy sound bite ... but it requires paragraphs of explanation to de-
scribe how the United States is, in fact, complying with its legal obligations."2 
Through his dialogues with legal advisers and other representatives from foreign 
ministries, the European Union and international organizations, he has encour-
aged responsible officials and commentators in Europe to "promote more bal-
anced discussion within their own nations, among themselves and with the 
United States about the issues."3 
Secretary McHale recalled that "H.L Mencken once said that for every complex 
problem, there is a solution that is simple, neat and wrong. "4 Just as there is no sim-
ple correct solution to the complex issues surrounding the proper role of the mili-
tary in a domestic context, so there is no simple correct solution to the complex 
issues Mr. Bellinger addresses when he meets his counterparts overseas. Likewise, 
the five panel discussions of this conference identified the complexity of the global 
issues each panel was assigned to address and recognized that there are no simple, 
dear-cut, easy answers. The solution to these global issues will be found only if 
competing interests arc balanced in a thoughtful, sober analysis of the law, the pol-
icy and the operational imperatives. The reader ofthe contributions in this volwne 
submitted by the panel participants will appreciate the crosscutting themes that 
animated the discussions and the practical lessons the panelists offered based on 
their experiences. Following is a short summary of the major themes and lessons 
learned from the panelists. 
See, Understand, Share: Developing Partnerships 
"It seems safe to say that global maritime security is now seen by most as a team 
sport. ... "5 Thus the panel moderator, Professor Craig H. Allen, succinctly captured 
the primary lesson of the first panel, "Command of the Commons-The United States 
Perspective."6Vice Admiral Lowell E. Jacoby, US Navy (Ret.), explained why that is so 
from an intelligence perspective-it is a problem of scale, scope, complexity and the 
challenges presented by a highly accomplished foe . "Command of the commons" is 
simply not a realistic goal. "I take this position," said Vice Admiral Jacoby, "based 
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upon what I believe is a realistic appreciation of what intelligence can achieve. If we 
attempt to know everything about everything all the time ... we will fail. ... Rather, 
the key is to focus our efforts and dominate those portions of the 'commons' that 
are integral to our priority objectives. The key is to be selective and to prioritize our 
needs."7 
The "see, understand, share" paradigm offered by Rear Admiral Joseph L 
Nimmich, US Coast Guard, provides a means to multiply the effectiveness of the 
focused efforts Admiral Jacoby suggests the intelligence community must pursue. 
Sharing what is known and understood with all who are stakeholders in ensuring 
maritime security (federal, state and local governments; agencies of foreign gov-
ernments; industry partners; etc.) "empowers each player and fosters unity of ef-
fort in dozens of ways .... This enables each to bring the full force of its unique au-
thority, experience and expertise to the overall effort."8 
This panel recognized that new kinds of partnerships involving new kinds of in-
teractions will best meet the requirements to see, understand and share knowledge 
about the maritime domain and other areas of the global commons. Admiral 
Jacoby noted with appreciation the close partnership that has to exist between in-
telligence professionals and legal counsel-a partnership that "must be in place 
throughout the intelligence process. It must begin with the development of the 
plan and continue throughout the operation. That partnership needs to be part of 
the overall plan. It can't be attached at the end if it is to be effective.'><J Rear Admiral 
Nimmich noted that true awareness and understanding of the maritime domain 
will only be achieved through a partnership of many government agencies and 
through the dissemination of information between agencies and other stake-
holders.iO 
Professor Allen also recognized the need for new sorts of partnerships that are 
multilateral and interagency, combined and joint, and that involve shared efforts 
by all those who have a stake in global maritime security. "The advent of regional 
maritime secu rity initiatives and risk-specific approaches like the Proliferation 
Security Initiative may portend the new modalities that will replace command and 
control approaches. "11 But Professor Allen also sounds a cautionary note for legal 
professionals who advise maritime strategists and policymakers, particularly when 
the strategists advocate unique and undefined concepts such as "command of the 
commons." "[ C[ommand of the commons advocates must be alert to several key 
legal limits on their sea command, control and denial strategies,"12 and it is their le-
gal advisers who must not hesitate to engage and alert them to these limits. Vice 
Admiral John G. Morgan, Jr., US Navy, during his remarks, likewise encouraged 
the legal professionals to engage actively and aggressively in seeking answers to the 
many questions that arise in the maritime context-how to respect claimed 
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exclusive economic zones, how to patrol those zones and determine what activities 
are authorized within them, and how to maintain "unfettered" access to the 
world's oceans. 
In advocating creative partnerships to enable policymakers and security strate-
gists to see, understand and share their knowledge about threats emanating from 
the global commons, the moderator and panelists for this first panel all returned 
repeatedly to the theme of the tw"o keynote speakers-the imperative that these 
complex and global issues must be addressed by striking a balance between com-
peting forces and competing interests. The need for sewrity in the maritime do-
main must be balanced with the need for freedom of movement and action there; 
the need for information must be balanced with the impossibility of knowing ev-
erything about such vast areas; and the need for command and control must be 
balanced with the need to work cooperatively with others who have interests in 
those same areas. As Rear Admiral Nimmich noted during his remarks, what is re-
quired is a change from a "need to know" culture to a "need to share" culture, from 
operating on a national basis to operating on a global basis. These challenges will 
face those operating in the global commons-the oceans, airspace, outer space and 
cyberspace-now and into the future. 
Threats from the Global Commons: Closing Gaps and Seams 
The second panel of the conference, "Command of the Commons-The Interna-
tional Perspective," carried forward the themes of balance and partnership and 
provided an international perspective on how best to close the gaps and seams that 
exist in our ability to effectively counter threats from and in the global commons. 
Based on a rich discussion of several specific issues, this panel identified a nwnber 
of "gaps and seams" in the current legal regime and developed a mosaic of practical 
suggestions for those concerned about securi ty in the maritime domain and in the 
global commons as a whole. 
Professor Stuart Kaye highlighted the considerable legal authorities that nations 
have at their disposal to protect their ports, their shipping and their nationals from 
attack.. He surveyed several recent international convent ions and protocols that 
have enhanced the authorities available to port, coastal and flag States. Yet he cau-
tioned that "States have yet to create protection for the totality of activities that take 
place beyond the territorial sea. Adequate jurisdictional mechanisms to ensure an 
effective response to attacks on submarine cables and undersea pipelines do not ex-
ist, nor does it appear there are international efforts in progress to remedy the situ-
ation."J3 Professor Kaye's theme is that international law provides States with the 
tools necessary to respond to these threats, but States must move cooperatively to 
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actually put in place legal measures designed to protect submarine cables and pipe-
lines from terrorist threats, and to better cooperate in sharing data and intelligence. 
Rear Admiral Jorge Balaresque, Chilean Navy (Ret.), and Professor Francisca 
Moller offered the Chilean "Mar Presential" as a precedent for the recent US Mari-
time Domain Awareness strategy. Consistent with the United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Sea and freedom of navigation rights on the high seas, the Mar 
Presential represents Chile's efforts to protect national interests and take part in 
economic activities that contribute to national development. Quoting the Chilean 
Defense White Book, these panelists explained that"[ t Ihis concept expresses the will 
to be present in this part of the high seas with the aim of projecting maritime inter-
ests regarding the rest of the international community, watch over the environ-
ment, preserve the natural resources, with exact adherence to International Law. "14 
But they also stress that mere presence is not enough. Like Professor Kaye, they rec-
ommended more multilateral cooperation to create a legal regime that addresses a 
particular problem-in this case, a legal regime that would make proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction a global crime, like slavery or piracy. 
Professor Yann-huei Song discussed some very encouraging developments in 
maritime cooperation by the li ttoral States of the Strait ofMalacca. Since July 2004, 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore have launched the Malsindo Coordinated Pa-
trol (MCP) program (routine sea and air patrols by the maritime security organi-
zations of these three States) and "Eyes in the Sky" (air patrols over the Malacca 
Strait) to curb piracy and increase security. These, among several other multilateral 
and bilateral initiatives, were undertaken in response to the increasing demand 
from Malacca Strait user States and the international community for more effec-
tive law enforcement measures to deal with the problem of piracy and possible 
maritime terrorist attacks. The triparti te patrol is "an open arrangement with op-
portunities for the international community to participate" and India has offered 
to assist.ls 
Yet there are numerous gaps and seams that require more effective multilateral 
cooperation: cross-border hot pursuit, maritime patrols in each other's territorial 
seas, and sharing information and intelligence. When considering why those gaps 
and seams still exist, it becomes apparent that sovereignty must become an enabler 
of security, not a barrier to it. Professor Song quoted the secretary-general of the 
International Maritime Organization, who noted in September 2005: "[wlith re-
gard to the question of security versus sovereignty .. . , while I can understand and 
fully respect the sensitivity of any State over the issue, I also believe that, whilst 
States have the right of non-interference in their internal affairs, they also have 
concurrent responsibilities towards their own people, the international commu-
nity and their international engagements. Whatever the answer to this, there can be 
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no excuse for inactivity, whether the danger is dear and present or perceived as a 
future possibility."16 
Sovereignty was also a dominant issue in Professor Bakhtiyar Tuzmukhamedov's 
analysis ofthe 2006 Russian Federation law, "On Counteracting Terrorism." "In a 
conspicuous departure from the Soviet-era official and doctrinally strict, i.e., nar-
row, interpretation of the right of self-defense, Russian officials have, since 2002, 
increasingly been indicating that it might be permissible to use armed force against 
extraterritorial sources of imminent threat to Russian security, even in the absence 
of an actual armed attack originating from those sources."I? The law appears to be 
aimed, at least in part, at potential threats coming from the Pankissi Gorge in Geor-
gia, an area some Russian officials believe to be "an area where Georgian law and 
order was nonexistent. "18 Professor Tuzmukhamedov analyzed whether the law, 
by its terms, contemplates preemptive actions to deal with threats that are not nec-
essarily imminent. Whatever the letter of the law, however, some, such as Defense 
Minister Sergey Ivanov, appear to believe the spirit of the law provides sufficient 
grounds for "unilateral and preemptive" use of force against terrorist targets on 
foreign soil. If that is so, Professor Tuzmukhamedov poses a provocative question: 
«As more nations, some of them bearing enormous might, submit that they would 
use armed force in self-defense not only to react to an actual attack, but also to pre-
empt imminent assault, or even prevent it from materializing in the future, would 
it not give impetus to claims that a customary rule of international law has already 
been conceived?"l'l 
Professor Yoram Dinstein, in his remarks, identified computer network attacks 
occurring in that part of the commons known as cyberspace as a relatively new 
method of warfare and an area that represents a lacuna in the law. A computer net-
work attack does not appear to fulfill the generally accepted requirement that an 
"attack" constitute an act of "violence. "20 Thus, with respect to the jus ad bellum (or 
law governing the resort to force ), the crucial question is whether a computer net-
work attack by itself can amount to an "armed attack" as contemplated under Arti-
cle 51 of the United Nations Charter. Of course, the Security Council, acting under 
Chapter VII of the Charter, can determine that any act, induding a computer net-
work attack, constitutes a threat to the peace. However, absent a Security Council 
determination, the question arises whether a computer network attack against a 
State can trigger a lawful forcible response in individual or collective self-defense 
under Article 5 1. 
Yet, in addition to serving as a method to gather intelligence or to blind the en-
emy and otherwise disrupt its communications, a computer network attack can 
also produce devastating and deadly effects if a belligerent party gains actual con-
trol of an opponent's computer network (such as by launching the opponent's 
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missiles against its own assets, opening the sluices of dams to cause a flood, or even 
causing a meltdown of the adversary's nuclear power reactors). Further, identify-
ing the party actually responsible for a computer network attack can be time con-
suming and fraught with difficulties . Hence, responding promptly to such an 
attack from an ostensible source is very dangerous, for a terrorist organization 
could use a computer network attack-through a third party's computer net-
work-with a view to inducing State A to respond against State B, which is actually 
an innocent party. 
On the whole, concluded Professor Dinstein, the computer network attack issue 
is complex, the possibilities are enormous and international lawyers are decidedly 
behind in their study of the full dimensions of this new phenomenon. In truth, the 
same could be said about all the gaps and seams identified by these panelists. There 
is much work to be done to close them and the lawyers who advise policymakers 
and operational experts can playa major role in shaping appropriate solutions. 
The Military and the Media: Shaping the Public Debate 
The second day of the conference dealt with communications-how best to com-
municate one's legal theories, policies, strategies and goals in these very complex 
situations to a public that is accustomed to instant access and instant analysis: how 
best to counter a "pithy sound bite" on an issue that requires pages of analysis to 
understand and convey. The first panel of the day, "Public Perceptions and the 
Law," concluded that public discourse today is marked by "more heat than light. "21 
Though the panelists differed concerning who bears the greatest responsibility for 
creating that equation, they unanimously agreed that all stakeholders have an im-
portant role to play in shaping improvements. 
U.S. News 6- World Report senior writer Linda Robinson commended the mili-
taryfor adopting "effective policies that help provide news media with access to the 
battlefield, senior officials and other events and voices that merit coverage. "n Pro-
viding more access and information assists the press in producing "better informed 
and more in-depth coverage and analysis."23 It is then incumbent upon the media 
to conduct the necessary sustained research to enable only the most accurate and 
unbiased reporting. Professor Harvey Rishikof looked to the courts to help pierce 
the "fog of confusion" on some of these complex legal issues and to strike the nec-
essary balance among leaks, information flow, national security, the First Amend-
ment and the right to know.H The resolution of some of these contentious issues 
will help shape the debate for the future, hopefully in a more calm and studied 
manner, and may inform the public more accurately on these complex legal 
matters. 
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Colonel James P. Terry, US Marine Corps (ReL), called for the military and the 
media to work together to find practical solutions to areas of frictio n in communica-
tion between the two. "[0 I ur ultimate quest must be how can we maintain a vibrant, 
robust freedom of expression while protecting the nation's capacity to fight our 
wars effectively."2s Colonel Terry challenged the media to make a more concerted 
effort to understand and to explain the legal issues involved, such as the difference 
between "terrorists" and "insurgents," how women and children who participate 
actively and directly in support of combat activities themselves become combatants, 
and why a civilian family providing safe haven for a terrorist in its home subje<ts 
the home to a loss of protected status.26 As Ms. Robinson pointed out, "[ t]he public 
policy debate would greatly benefit from more sustained efforts to understand 
what is an extremely complicated conilict that has eluded easy answers."21 
Professor Robert F. Turner recalled that the Vietnam conflict demonstrated that 
it is possible to win eve!), major battle and nevertheless lose a war if the enemy de-
stroys the national will through propaganda, public diplomacy or what Leninists 
called "political struggle." Professor Turner, in his remarks, noted that having the 
moral high ground is critically important to Americans and their widespread igno-
rance-including that of members of the legal profession-about applicable laws 
of armed conflict is a major impediment. The principle that enemy combatants 
may be lawfully detained without charge for the duration of the hostilities is lost on 
many. While public and media education about the law of armed conflict (as well 
as relevant constitutional and statutory law) is important to this process, it is 
equally important that the government and the armed forces strive to obey their ob-
ligations under intemationallaw. Public support is crucially important in eve!)' sus-
tained conflict and the media is a primary source of information for the public. To 
maintain this support, the count!)' needs to have moral authority on its side and, 
when mistakes are made, needs to be honest and open and promptly correct them. 
The major theme and lesson learned from this first panel on communications 
was that all those involved-the media, the judiciary, the government, the armed 
forces, the lawyers who advise these organizations and institutions, and the pub-
lic-must make a concerted effort to fully understand the legal issues involved and 
to accurately appreciate and convey the full extent of the legal complexities as they 
address the issues. Recalling State Department legal adviser lohn Bellinger's lun-
cheon remarks, it is imperative that all engage in a "more balanced discussion." 
Strategic Communications: Converging on a Message 
The second panel on this topic, "Challenges of Strategic Communications," very 
quickly identified a primary lesson for policymakers, legal advisers and those who 
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conduct operations-the imperative to have a single national process to move with 
singular purpose to promulgate a consistent message. 
Rear Admiral Frank Thorp IV, US Navy, likened this process toa symphony: ev-
ery element of national power, everything the government says and does, must be 
synchronized. The professional communicators alone cannot successfully direct 
this process-the policymakers and those who carry out the policy must be in-
volved. Policy and actions must agree, because inconsistency means failure. The 
greatest strategic communication challenge, however, is to create good policy in 
the first place. The legal community's role is crucial to the success of this effort to 
ensure that the policy is legally sustainable and supportable and to ensure that 
those who carry out the policy are trained in their legal obligations. Rear Admiral 
Thorp identified three objectives essential to a successful communications process 
for the Department of Defense. He suggests that the department must: I ) create a 
"culture of communicatio n" within the department; 2) develop a strategic com-
munication doctrine that defines roles, responsibilities and relationships; and 3) 
provide the military services and the combatant commanders with the necessary 
resources to enable them to create the processes to properly conduct strategic 
communications. Then , the Department of Defense must work with the other el-
ements of national power to coordinate information, themes, plans, programs 
and actions. 
Professor Gene Bigler concurred that successful strategic communications re-
quire a unified process. He called this process "convergence," which is more than 
simply getting all the messages on the same page, but involves insuring the mes-
sages are in harmony with people's expectations about those delivering the 
messages. 
Thus it is not just that the messages from the White House and DoS and DoD need to 
be consistent with those from the presidency, as that these all need to harmonize with 
people's expectations about the actions and values that America represents. 
Convergence, then, speaks to the coincidence between message and behavior in order 
to enable strategic communications to achieve the persuasive capacity or provide the 
desirable model. ... 28 
Particularly given the complexity of leg a! issues and lawyerly discourse, Professor 
Bigler suggested that the Departments of State and Defense must present a more 
balanced and unified message, one that takes into account the audience's capacity 
to understand the issues and its expectations of the values for which the United 
States stands. 
Brigadier General Mari K. Eder, US Army, echoed this sentiment by expressing 
concern that too often "the US Government sends 'mixed messages' or fails to 
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clearly and consistently communicate policy. "29 Brigadier General Eder repeatedly 
stressed the need to forge a more resilient partnership among public affairs profes-
sionals. warfighters. policymakers. even the private sector. to better enable the 
United States to communicate its policies quickly and effectively in a way that reso-
nates with the intended audiences. Likewise, Rear Admiral Michael A. Brown, US 
Navy, espoused "an agile and coordinated approach both horizontally and verti-
cally through all levels of government. We can no longer focus on single areas of re-
sponsibility---every action or inaction has the potential to be global in nature."30 
Rear Admiral Brown also stressed the importance of developing a rapid response 
system: "Slow 'official' response damages credibility and undermines what is even-
tually released. We must plan from the beginning with an effects-based model de-
rived from our strategic goalS."3l 
Professor Craig Allen's article in this volume, concerning the conference's first 
panel on "Command of the Commons," envisions a worst-case scenario where the 
synchronized strategic communications process falls out of sync. In his example. an 
ill-advised communications plan, lacking appropriate legal and policy contexts, 
could result in unanticipated negative reactions from the international community. 
He suggests that just as the US Navy uses war games to analyze the efficacy and viability 
of various political and military strategies, so too could war games be used to analyze 
whether a strategic communications plan is, in fact. synchronized with a singular pur-
pose to convey a consistent and appropriate message. Dedsionmakers could subject 
a catchphrase such as "command of the commons" to red-teaming to assist them in 
understanding the possible reactions worldwide to such a statement.32 This practical 
suggestion, resulting from the dialogue among the conference participants and pan-
elists, demonstrates how the three major topics of the conference are connected and 
how lessons learned in one area of global challenge may have benefit for 
policymakers and the operational forces responsible for activities in other areas. 
Disaster Response: Hannonjzjng Legal Structures 
The fifth and last panel of the conference, "Global Disasters." tackled an area that 
itself could dominate an entire conference. The issues involved are so complex, so 
urgent and. unfortunately, so intractable that one wonders whether there will ever 
be a coherent legal structure capable of meeting the needs of both the disaster-
stricken country and those seeking to provide relief. Many of the themes discussed 
in other panels arose again in this context-that assertions of national sovereignty 
often prevent effective and rapid response. that unity of command must inevitably 
give precedence to unity of effort. The law as an enabler of operations was a com-
mon theme. though more often than not the various legal structures (local. 
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national and international) are not harmonized to optimize the number of lives 
saved or amount of suffering relieved. And within the United States and through-
out the international community there is considerable debate whether the military 
is the most appropriate organization to provide disaster assistance, for both legal 
and policy reasons. This debate is similar to that concerning the proper role of the 
military in strategic communications and in "command" of the commons, where 
similar legal and policy considerations arise. 
Mr. David Fisher, of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies, explained that despite the number of international instruments-at the 
global, regional and bilateral levels-and important non-binding guidelines, models 
and codes, there still is no coherent international disaster relief system. As a result, le-
gal obstacles to the entry and operation of international relief often exist and moni-
toring, coordination and regulation of international aid is generally inadequate. 
These problems bedevil not only those seeking to provide relief to underdeveloped 
parts of the world but also prevented the delivery of humanitarian aid to the United 
States in the aftennath of Hurricane Katrina)' The island nation of Fiji, however, 
proves that progress can be made. After Fiji established a detailed legal and regula-
tory structure for international relief, subsequent disaster operations experienced 
few coordination problems.:J.I Fortunately, international disaster relief is an area 
where lawyers can take and are taking the lead to bring coherence to the process. 
The International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent is to take up a se-
ries of recommendations on these issues in November 2007 and the United Na-
tions International Law Commission has placed the "protection of persons in nat-
ural disasters" on its long-term program of work.35 
Speaking as one whose nation had recently experienced a disaster of global mag-
nitude, Brigadier Generallkram ul Haq of Pakistan reflected on the institutional 
and informational vacuums that resulted immediately after the October 2005 
earthquake.16 A lesson learned from that experience is that those vacuums could be 
more effectively managed if mechanisms were already in place in the form of 
peacetime agreements with friends and allies. Such agreements could address not 
only the specific capabilities that a particular nation could bring to the relief effort, 
but also could establish procedures and schedules for joint mock disaster relief ex-
ercises. Brigadier General ul Haq also suggested that a "multinational forum to 
share disaster relief and recovery experiences" would be helpful in enabling nations 
who have suffered such disasters to learn through others' experiences.J7 
Lieutenant Colonel Evan Carlin, Australian Defence Force, observed firsthand 
the difficulties in monitoring, coordinating and regulating international relief ef-
forts after the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami in Indonesia. A primary concern of Aus-
tralian , Singaporean and American military relief forces , a concern unfortunately 
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not shared by all relief providers, was "to ensure that the relief effort was in accor-
dance with Indonesian priorities .... "38 "Indonesians knew best what Indonesians 
required ... . " stated Lieutenant Colonel Carlin.39 Like Brigadier General ul Haq, he 
emphasized the importance of sharing information. Those involved in the relief ef-
forts needed to know "the progress of the mission, road conditions, security con-
cerns, aid priorities, bottlenecks and expectations."4(1 But an important, and even 
greater, challenge was to inform the rest of the world of Indonesian needs, to pre-
vent well-intended but misguided efforts. 
Both Captain Kurt Johnson, JAGC, US Navy, and Mr. Gus Coldebella of the US 
Department of Homeland Security reinforced the importance of coordination and 
cooperation in arriving at practical solutions to pressing problems in a disaster sit-
uation and addressed some of the challenges involved in monitoring, regulating 
and coordinating relief efforts. Mr. Coldebella observed that, while the nature and 
speed of communications now gives almost all large natural disasters a "global" 
character, all disasters are profoundly and basically local. The US approach is for 
disasters to be handled in the first instance at the lowest jurisdictional level possi-
ble. The National Response Plan, adopted only eight short months before Hurri-
cane Katrina struck, provides the structure for federal, state and local governments 
to work together. Given the plan's adoption date, however, there was lit tle oppor-
tunity for exercises based on the plan before the plan actually had to be imple-
mented in a disaster. Further, Hurricane Katrina caused a situation in which, at 
least for a time, there was no state or local apparatus to request, accept and coordi-
nate federal assistance, which caused initial difficulties. But because the National 
Response Plan contemplated such a situation, it allowed federal assets to be moved 
where needed without waiting for a state request. 
Captain Johnson elaborated on a theme first introduced by Secretary McHale 
and discussed by other panelists from an international perspective-the proper 
role of the military in providing disaster response. His analysis of the various do-
mestic laws involved clarified the careful legal analysis that will be required, based 
on the specific facts of each situation, to detennine the Department of Defense role 
and authori ties in the wake of future major natural disasters. He also acknowledged 
that challenges attended the acceptance of international assistance, such as medical 
credentials for international medical personnel, Department of Agriculture food 
regulations concerning food from foreign nations, gift acceptance authority and 
rules for the use of force that foreign troops on the ground were to employ.41 
The hannonization of legal structures in the disaster relief area will be compli-
cated and time consuming. It will require efforts at the international, national and 
local levels, and must be tailored to accommodate the governmental system, cul-
tural mores and social priorities of each country. Lawyers, policymakers and those 
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who carry out the policies should focus on developing coordination and unity of 
effort rather than seeking unity of command. The appropriate role of the military 
should be addressed, as well as the most effective way to monitor, coordinate and 
regulate the provision of aid from the international community. Sovereignty con-
cerns should be proactively harnessed to facili tate the rapid and comprehensive de-
livery of relief, rather than serving as a barrier thereto. In this area of global 
challenge the law truly can serve as an enabler of all that is desirable and beneficial 
to mankind. Lawyers can, and should, take the lead in this area to guide national 
and local leadership to constructive and creative solutions. 
Conclusion 
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